We introduce a sector-based inversion method to improve the petrophysical interpretation of logging-while-drilling density measurements acquired in high-angle and horizontal wells. The central objective is to reduce shoulder-bed effects on the measurements. This approach is possible because of a recently developed technique to accurately and efficiently simulate borehole density measurements. The inversion-based interpretation method consists of first detecting bed boundaries from shortspacing detector or bottom-quadrant compensated density by calculating their variance, representative of the measurement inflection point, within a sliding window. Subsequently, a correlation algorithm calculates dip and azimuth from the density image. Depth shifts that vary azimuthally and depend on relative dip angle, together with the effective penetration length of each sensor, refine previously selected bed boundaries. Next, the inversion method combines sector-based density measurements acquired at all measurement points along the well trajectory to estimate layer-by-layer densities. In the presence of standoff, the method excludes upper sectors most affected by standoff to reduce inaccuracies due to borehole mud. To verify the reliability and applicability of the inversion method, we first use forward simulations to generate synthetic density images for a model constructed from field data. Results indicate that inversion improves the interpretation of azimuthal density data as it consistently reduces shoulder-bed effects. Inversion results obtained from field measurements are appraised by quantifying the corresponding integrated porosity-meter yielded by inversion methods in comparison to standard techniques that use simple cutoffs on field-processed compensated density. Integrated porosity-meter of inverted synthetic density measurements increases by 4.6% with respect to noninverted field measurements. Also, integrated porosity-meter obtained from inversion results that include only bottom sectors improved by 65.4% with respect to that calculated with field-compensated, bottom-quadrant density measurements.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional processing of logging-while-drilling (LWD) density measurements in high-angle and horizontal (HA/HZ) wells may not yield results with sufficient spatial resolution to estimate actual layer density, thereby affecting the estimation of porosity. This situation commonly arises when using standard compensation (spine-and-rib method) of single-detector density measurements acquired in thin beds. Unlike in vertical wells, it has been shown that enhanced-resolution processing does not improve the resolution of compensated density in HA/HZ wells (Mendoza et al., 2006; Radtke et al., 2003 Radtke et al., , 2006 .
Accurate estimation of true stratigraphic thickness (TST) and density-derived porosity is essential for reliable calculations of net pay. Because existing standard and enhanced-resolution compensation methods were designed for vertical wells, authors elsewhere have emphasized the need for compensation techniques suitable for HA/HZ wells. Recent publications on Monte-Carlo simulation of azimuthal density measurements propose alternative postprocessing techniques of raw density images acquired across thin beds in HA/HZ wells (Yin et al., 2008; Uzoh et al., 2009 ).
Our approach is to implement inversion-based methods to calculate more accurate layer properties for subsequent use in petrophysical interpretation. The proposed inversion technique reduces shoulder-bed effects due to the high-apparent dip observed in HA/HZ wells, thereby improving estimated bed petrophysical properties, specifically porosity and fluid saturation, based on the numerical simulation of nuclear measurements.
Historically, the lack of fast and reliable numerical simulation methods constrained the applicability of inversion methods for petrophysical interpretation of nuclear measurements. Patchett and Wiley (1994) use an iterative inverse modeling procedure to determine porosity, water saturation, and lithology with a forward-modeling algorithm that simulated nuclear logs based on elemental composition of the rocks and fluids. Similarly, Aristodemou et al. (2003 Aristodemou et al. ( , 2005 introduce an interpretation method based on neural networks for the estimation of porosity, salt concentration, and oil saturation. Liu et al. (2007) implement 1D inversion of density and resistivity logs to improve the petrophysical interpretation of thinly bedded formations penetrated by vertical wells. In HA/HZ wells, shoulder-bed effects will bias the calculations of net pay in thinly bedded formations (Uzoh et al., 2009) .
The objective of this paper is to implement inversion methods to improve the estimation of layer-by-layer density and TST from LWD azimuthal density measurements acquired in HA/HZ wells. To that end, we make use of fast numerical simulation procedures that approximate the response of nuclear borehole measurements using the concept of Monte Carlo-derived flux sensitivity functions (FSFs). The FSFs are differential flux response functions that quantify the change in detector response due to a change in formation property. In conjunction with perturbation theory, rapid forward modeling of detector log responses can be obtained for known formation perturbations (Greenspan, 1976) . It has been shown that this rapid simulation method accurately simulates density measurements for arbitrary rock-fluid mixtures in the presence of shoulder beds and dipping layers (Mendoza et al., 2010a (Mendoza et al., , 2010b . We implement 2D inversion to simultaneously account for azimuthal and axial variations of formation density detected by measurements acquired in HA/HZ wells. Because LWD density instruments acquire continuous azimuthal measurements around the perimeter of the borehole, we include multiple azimuthal sectors in the inversion. This approach provides redundancy of measurements, thereby enabling more reliable estimations of layer density and thickness than from quadrant measurements. Furthermore, the approach discards upper sector measurements affected by tool standoff to minimize standoff effects when the tool is preferentially eccentered in the borehole.
As a starting point, we select bed boundaries from sector-based compensated or short-spacing (SS) detector density measurements. This is accomplished with an algorithm that detects inflection points of density measurements through variance calculation within a sliding window. The inflection points are used as the location of bed boundaries. Subsequently, a correlation algorithm is used to estimate dip and azimuth from density azimuthal sector measurements. With the estimated angles, the location of selected boundaries is refined for each azimuthal sector. Next, multilayer linear inversion of density is performed based on any of three independent inversion methods. The first method assumes as input data the unfiltered, or raw SS and LS (long-spacing) sector-based density measurements, whereeas the second method assumes filtered SS and LS sectorbased density measurements. In the third method, only fully compensated azimuthal density is assumed as input. Inversions performed with synthetic density images appraise the accuracy and reliability of the inversion methods. Furthermore, using field data, we evaluate the practical implementation of inversion on LWD density measurements. We show that inversion consistently reduces shoulder-bed effects and that it enables the detection of inaccurate densities due to excessive tool standoff in the upper sectors.
Comparison of integrated porosity-meter yielded by inversion methods emphasizes their relative worth with respect to conventional compensation techniques.
INVERSION METHOD
Numerical simulation of borehole density measurements invokes the concept of Monte Carlo-derived flux sensitivity functions and fast numerical approximations described by Mendoza et al. (2010a) . Inversion methods introduced in this paper focus on measurements acquired with a commercial LWD density tool. Accordingly, we consider an azimuthal binning scheme divided into 16 sectors, each subtending an angle of 22.5°from the center of the tool Holenka et al., 1995) . Furthermore, we assume that a measurement acquired with a given sector represents average angular LWD density measurement within that sector (Uzoh et al., 2007) .
The inversion method considers four principal stages of analysis: (1) selection of layer boundaries from sector-based compensated or single SS-detector density measurements, (2) estimation of dip and azimuth, (3) linear inversion of layer densities, and (4) forward simulation of density measurements based on a model constructed from inverted densities and bed boundaries. Differences between simulated and measured densities quantify the reliability and consistency of inversion results. The procedure can be repeated with a different selection of bed boundaries to further appraise the reliability and nonuniqueness of inversion results.
Dip angle estimation
In analogy to dipmeter processing used with microresistivity measurements, we implement a fixed-interval correlation technique to estimate dip from density images (Vincent et al., 1979) . This method consists of cross-multiplication between pairs of curves at all possible positions within a specified window to ascertain maximum coherence. Maximum coherence follows from the minimization of quadratic residuals between pairs of density measurement sectors, e.g., kd I − d II k 2 2 , where d is the vector of density measurements and the Roman subscripts designate sector number. The number of shift positions multiplied by the depth-sampling rate of the measurements gives the corresponding measured-depth offset between different sectors. In the first step, the top azimuthal sector is depth shifted against all other azimuthal density measurements to calculate the coherence per depth shift. At zero azimuth, the top azimuthal sector correlates with the bottom sector at maximum depth offset. Calculated depth offsets, along with their calculated coherence between pairs of azimuthal sectors, are stored as indexed entries of a matrix. The second step consists of searching for depth shifts that exhibit the maximum coherence. Maximum coherence can occur between different pairs of azimuthal sectors depending on the direction of drilling relative to formation dip and azimuth. These depth shifts form a sinusoid whose amplitude (A) is used to estimate relative dip angle θ with the equation (Plumb and Luthi, 1989) 
where D is borehole diameter and EPL is referred to as the "effective penetration length." The correlation procedure requires specification of several input parameters including correlation depth interval, step distance, and search angle (Figure 1 ). Correlation depth interval is the depth window used in the comparison of logs for correlation.
Step distance is the depth change along the borehole implemented for multiple correlation intervals. Search angle is the maximum angle between a plane perpendicular to the borehole axis and a permissible interpreted bed, and represents the analyst's best guess of the highest apparent dip. In the presence of thinly bedded formations, the above processing parameters must include depth intervals that encompass several bed boundaries and a search angle that allows sufficient vertical displacement between sectors. Testing with synthetic measurements yielded maximum differences of 0.5°in estimated dip angles with respect to actual values. Other factors that could affect dip estimation from fixed-interval correlation technique of LWD density measurements are standoff, data noise, varying, or undulating well trajectories, and inaccurate EPL.
Detection of bed boundaries
Bed boundaries are determined from density measurements by calculating the variance of the density log within a sliding window, and by placing a bed boundary wherever the variance increases above a prespecified threshold (Uzoh et al., 2007) , representing the measurement inflection point. Because of its higher vertical resolution, we use SS-detector density measurements for bedboundary detection. Subsequently, depth displacements that vary azimuthally and depend on relative dip angle, together with the EPL of each sensor, refine previously selected bed boundaries (Uzoh et al., 2009) . The FSFs assume the source location as the measurement point whereas the inversion technique is performed in TVD space; therefore, individual-sector field measurements acquired with the LS and SS sensors require a depth shift. These depth-shifts have a measurement point, EPL, and an azimuthal component, with the general equation given by
where Source-to-sensor mp is the distance between the source and the sensor measurement point, β is borehole inclination angle, and θ and α are formation relative dip and azimuth, respectively. Figure 2 shows the geometrical conventions assumed for the modeling of log-based boundary TVD shifts and the total TVD shift applied to the layer boundary estimated with SS-detector density to correlate with that of the LS-detector density, where
In the case of layering parallel to the borehole axis, the total TVD shift is equal to the corresponding EPL. In the absence of borehole environmental effects, values of EPL for SS and LS sensors are equal to 3.0 and 4.6 cm (1.2 and 1.8 inches), respectively (Uzoh et al., 2009) . Preliminary studies showed that EPL is relatively constant as formation density varies.
Inversion
The objective of inversion is to estimate layer-by-layer densities of the model previously constructed with bed-boundary location and dip angle estimation. Sector-based inversion of single-detector density measurements is posed as the minimization of a quadratic cost function, given by
where x is a vector containing the unknown layer densities, and λ is a stabilization parameter that controls the weight given to the residual (data misfit) norm relative to a prescribed reference layered earth model x 0 . The value of λ increases for decreasing values of relative dip angle across thinly bedded formations where nonuniqueness in the solution of x increases. We choose x 0 with constant entries equal to the value of measured density averaged over the depth interval considered for inversion. The term kx − x 0 k 2 2 incorporates a priori assumptions about the expected solution with the objective of reducing nonuniqueness in Figure 1 . Schematic of the variables included in the fixed-interval correlation method for dip angle estimation. The correlation depth interval is a selected depth section used for maximum coherence. Search angle controls the amplitude of the maximum offset angle between azimuthal sectors. Search length includes the total depth interval of azimuthal sectors searched for maximum coherence.
Step distance defines the number of depth points where a dip angle is estimated across a section. the estimation of x (Hansen, 1998 . . .
where the entry d m ðxÞ is the mth value of density simulated from a model x constructed from inverted-layer densities, and d 0 m is the mth density measurement. The term dðxÞ is the vector of numerically simulated sector-based density measurements for a given value of x. Accordingly, the vector of measurements d 0 contain blocks of indexed density measurements acquired with SS and LS detectors and include all azimuthal sectors for all measurement points along the well trajectory. For each azimuthal sector, blocks containing indexed LS-density measurements follow similar blocks of SS-density values, i.e., dðxÞ ¼ 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 
where the subscripts j and m designate the jth azimuthal sector and the mth measured density value, respectively. The subscript J designates the total number of azimuthal sectors and is equal to 16. Similarly, M denotes the total number of data points (the number of measurement points along the well trajectory). Because of the assumption of linearity between density measurements and layer densities, it follows that dðxÞ ≅ K · x, where the matrix K is constructed with flux sensitivity functions (FSFs). Blocks containing integrated 2D FSFs for SS-and LS-detectors oriented in the direction of each azimuthal sector are included as rows in K (details about the entries of K are included in Appendix A) that weight the vector x to reproduce indexed density measurements included in vector d 0 . The solution to equation 3 is given by
where the superscript t indicates transposition. Equation 8 displays the 95% confidence interval of inverted layer densities calculated from the covariance of matrix K (Hansen, 1998) .
Forward modeling
We simulate azimuthal density measurements from the inverted layer densities with the fast linear FSF approximation introduced by Mendoza et al. (2010a) . To that end, we use Monte Carlo-derived SS-and LS-detector FSFs for a commercial LWD density tool. Simulations use 2D FSFs (radial and vertical) integrated azimuthally to weight the angular average density of every sector at each fixeddepth point. We assume that the tool is pressed against the wall of a 22-cm (8.5-inch) borehole for all tool locations around the perimeter of the wellbore (i.e., numerical simulations do not include tool standoff). Subsequently, we use commercial postprocessing of single-detector densities to calculate compensated and alphaprocessed (Flaum et al., 1987) densities. With simulated azimuthal Figure 2 . Geometrical conventions for the detection of bed boundaries based on dip angle, EPL, and source-detector spacing. In the figure, S is source location, whereas LS and SS are the locations of measurement points for long-and short-spaced detectors, respectively. The subscript mp designates measurement points, β is borehole inclination angle, and θ is formation relative dip angle. ΔTVD 1−SS and ΔTVD 1−LS are true vertical-depth shifts from source to SS-and LS-detector measurement points, respectively. The terms ΔTVD 2−SS and ΔTVD 2−LS are true vertical-depth shifts from SS-and LS-detector measurement points, respectively to the intersection between a boundary and the borehole. The terms X SS and X LS are distances between the apparent intersection of a bed boundary and the actual boundary intersection with the borehole. The figure assumes measurements acquired with a bottom azimuthal sector.
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density measurements we construct images for SS-and LS-detector measurements as well as for compensated densities. Comparison of images constructed with simulations to those constructed with field measurements quantifies the reliability of inversion to reproduce density values for each azimuthal sector along a given interval of measured depth. Figure 3 shows flowcharts describing the implementation of the three linear inversion methods for density measurements. For field-density measurements where the detector densities are filtered, we implement an inversion procedure that incorporates density averaging over a measured depth interval that is proportional to the size of commercial filters. For inversion of fully compensated density measurements, an iterative procedure is used for forward simulations of a model constructed with bed boundaries and layer densities obtained from the compensated density measurement. Inversion of raw single-detector densities (SS and LS) uses SS-detector density measurements for bed boundary selection. On the other hand, inversion of compensated density and filtered densities uses compensated density to determine the location of bed boundaries.
INVERSION RESULTS

Benchmark examples
We consider a multilayer formation model consisting of alternating 2.0 and 2.6 g∕cm 3 density layers of varying thickness. Simulations of density measurements with the FSF approximation across the multilayer formation comprise cases of wells of −60°, −70°, and −80°of inclination with respect to the vertical. Negative angles indicate simulations for updip direction of drilling and positive angles correspond to down-dip LWD simulations. We use the numerically simulated densities for each case as input data for inversion. Figure 4 shows inversion results obtained from density measurements simulated across a measured-depth section of the multilayer formation model penetrated by an 80°updip well (due to symmetry, azimuthal locations greater than 180°are not shown). We also consider inversion results obtained across similar measured-depth sections in the same formation model penetrated by updip wells deviated 60°and 70°. Common observations about the three inversion cases are that, in general, inversion improves the assessment of layer densities across thick layers and relatively high angles of well inclination. Because the number of measurements decreases across thin layers and in smaller well inclinations, the degree of nonuniqueness increases in the estimation of layer densities. Therefore, inversion of density measurements across thin layers in low-angle wells requires larger values of the regularization parameter λ to control the smoothness of the solution. For a measured depth interval of 6.1 m, inversion from a 60°updip well required a regularization parameter equal to 0.8 whereas inversion for 70°and 80°updip wells required values of 0.4 and 0.2, respectively. As evident from the error bars (Panel 4) estimated from equation 8, thin beds exhibit larger uncertainty than thick beds due to nonuniqueness. Despite this nonuniqueness, Figure 3 . Flowcharts of the sector-based inversion methods implemented to estimate layer densities from (1) raw, (2) filtered, and (3) compensated azimuthal density measurements. The procedures start by selecting boundaries and estimating dip angle, followed by linear inversion and forward simulation of density images with layer densities yielded from inversion.
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error bars lie within the range of true bed densities, i.e., 2.0 and 2.6 g∕cm 3 .
To appraise the reliability of inversions, we calculate density errors between simulations and synthetic data averaged over a measured-depth section. Figure 5 compares depth-interval average residuals between inversion-based simulations and input synthetic data as a function of azimuthal sector. The azimuthal influence of the errors is due to the fact that at high-apparent dip, all sectors are not simulating the same mix of low-and high-density layers along the same depth interval (Figure 4) . Errors shown in Figure 5 are largely due to discrepancies in densities across thinly bedded layers, i.e., nonuniqueness. For SS-and LS-detectors, simulations for the 80°updip well exhibit smaller differences compared to simulations for 60°and 70°wells. This behavior can be attributed to decreased nonuniqueness across thinly bedded layers in the 80°updip well. Average density errors for 60°and 70°well simulations vary across azimuthal sectors ranging from −0.006 g∕cm 3 to 0.0095 g∕cm 3 and −0.005 g∕cm 3 to 0.005 g∕cm 3 for the SS-and LS-detectors, respectively. Density errors for simulations for the updip 80°well have maximum value of −0.004 g∕cm 3 for the SS-and LS-detectors. In general, residuals for SS-detector, inversion-based simulations are under AE0.01 g∕cm 3 , whereas for the case of the LS-detector, residuals are under AE0.005 g∕cm 3 .
Simulations confirm that compensated and alpha-processed (Flaum et al., 1987) densities in HA/HZ wells are practically the same (Uzoh et al., 2007) . Alpha processing imposes the vertical resolution of the short-spaced detector onto the compensated density over an interval of measured depth. Because the smaller radial geometric factor controls the effective vertical resolution in HA/HZ wells, effective resolution differences between SS-detector and compensated density are not as large in HA/HZ wells as they are in vertical wells. Similarly, filtering of SS-and LS-detector density is equivalent to averaging the measurements over a relatively short measured-depth interval, whereby the influence of filtering is not significant for inversion. In the following Figure 4 . Example of inversion of benchmark synthetic measurements for the case of an 80°updip well. Synthetic log densities were numerically simulated across a multilayer model consisting of alternations of thin layers with densities equal to 2.0 and 2.6 g∕cm 3 . The assumed borehole diameter is 22 cm (8.5 inches) and the direction of drilling is updip. Estimated well inclination angle was −79.47°. Curves describe: azimuthal sector density results yielded by inversion (piecewise-constant black line), forward simulations with inversion results (dashed red curves), input synthetic logs (continuous blue curve), and 95% confidence interval of inversion results (green error bars in Panel 4). Top panels show results from SS-detector inversion and simulations. Bottom panels show results from LS-detector inversion and simulations. Azimuthal location of each sector around the perimeterss of the borehole is included at the top of each panel (due to symmetry, azimuthal locations greater than 180°are not shown). Inversion was performed with a regularization parameter, λ, equal to 0.2 and with a constant reference model X 0 equal to 2.3 g∕cm 3 .
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sections, we focus our attention to field measurements processed with standard commercial compensation techniques.
Field case of study
To verify the reliability and applicability of inversion methods described in previous sections, we implement two approaches. In the first approach, we construct a synthetic model from actual LWD field data, numerically simulate the density measurements, and then perform inversions of these synthetic density measurements. This approach is referred to as inversion of field-based synthetic density. In the second approach, we subsequently perform the inversion on the actual LWD field data images, i.e., inversion of field density measurements. The field case of study corresponds to a hydrocarbon field located in West Africa. For testing, we select a depth interval located below the free oil-water contact. The formation consists of alternating 0.3 to 0.6-m TST laminations of siltstones, argillaceous siltstones, and calcite-cemented siltstones. Figure 6 displays LWD measurements acquired in a highly deviated well across the depth section under analysis plotted in true vertical depth (TVD). Measurements shown in Figure 6 include gamma ray (GR), resistivity, bottom-sector photoelectric effect (PEF), bottom-sector compensated density, well inclination, and compensated density image. Density measurements were acquired with the same commercial LWD density tool assumed in inversions and simulations. For this interval, well inclination fluctuates between 78°and 82°from the vertical, the direction of drilling is downdip, and bit size is equal to 22 cm (8.5 inches).
Inversion of field-based synthetic density
At the outset, we construct a model from actual field bottomsector compensated density measurements. Due to gravity in HA/HZ wells, the tool makes better contact with the wellbore at the bottom-sector location. Consequently, bottom-sector compensated density measurements are the least affected by borehole environmental effects and are closer to true bed densities. Panel 4 of Figure 6 displays field bottom-sector compensated density (blue curve) and the constructed model (piecewise-constant red line). The constructed model is obtained in three steps. First, we use the measurement inflection points of the bottom-sector compensated density as bed-boundary locations whenever the variance, calculated within a sliding window, increases above a threshold value, as previously described. Secondly, we use a procedure called "zonation" to calculate layer densities. In this procedure, densities for each layer in the field-based model are calculated based on the selected bed-boundary location. Those layer densities are maximum, minimum, or average density within each bed, depending on the variability of the compensated density measurements within each bed. Thirdly, well inclination is estimated from the actual field compensated density image using the fixed-interval correlation technique assuming horizontal beds. A well inclination of 77.28°i s obtained following this procedure.
We use the field-based multilayer model constructed from compensated bottom-sector density measurements, as described above, to simulate LWD SS-and LS-detector density images. In doing so, we use linear approximation procedures for fast simulation of density measurements (Mendoza et al., 2010b) . Simulations use FSFs specifically calculated for the commercial LWD density tool that acquired the field measurements. Subsequently, we calculate compensated density, enhanced-resolution density, and density correction (Δρ), using commercial postprocessing techniques of single-detector densities. The set of measurements obtained here is referred to as "field-based synthetic densities."
Numerical simulations obtained for the field-based model, i.e., field-based synthetic densities, are used as input measurements for inversion. The vector of input measurements d 0 includes all azimuthal sectors of SS-and LS-density values of the field-based synthetic densities. The inverse problem solution obtained from the minimization of the quadratic cost function defined by equation 3 yields azimuthal layer densities x. Subsequently, reliability of the inversion results is appraised by forward simulation of LWD density measurements with layer densities x as the input model. These forward simulated measurements are then compared to the field-based synthetic densities.
Density images are constructed from the combination of sector density logs around the perimeter of the wellbore. 
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field density measurements, field-based synthetic density, inversion results, forward-simulated density after inversion, density difference, and percent difference between forward-simulated and field-based synthetic density images. The image color scale indicates density values in g∕cm 3 , whereas the U, R, B, and L labels describe upper, right, bottom, and left sectors, respectively, around the borehole perimeter.
Actual field density images constructed with azimuthal SS-and LS-detector logs exhibit lower densities in upper sectors due to tool standoff (Panel 1 of Figures 7 and 8 ). Because simulations of the Figure 7 . Density images obtained from azimuthal measurements of SS detector density for inversion of field-based synthetic case. From left to right, panels describe: actual field measurement image, field-based synthetic density image (simulated from a model constructed with field measurements), density inversion image (constructed from sector-based layer densities inverted from the field-based synthetic density image), forwardsimulated density image from inverted layer densities, density difference, and percent difference between field-based synthetic and forwardsimulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images. field-based synthetic model constructed from actual bottom-sector field compensated density do not include tool standoff, layer densities are more homogeneous across azimuthal sectors (Panels 2 and 4 of Figures 7 and 8) . The density image constructed from inversion (Panel 3 of Figures 7 and 8 ) exhibits continuous and constant density values within each bed across azimuthal sectors. In addition, inversion shows higher density contrasts between layers of varying densities and thicknesses due to elimination of shoulder-bed effects. SS-and LS-detector density images (Panels 2 and 4) show larger sinusoids than images constructed from inversion results (Panel 3) because the inverted image represents the borehole wall, whereas the field-based measurements (Panels 2 and 4) represent density at a radius defined by EPL. This effect is due to (1) the inverted image is represented as being at the borehole wall interface, and (2) field-based measurements have an apparent EPL for SS, LS, and compensated measurements (Uzoh et al., 2007) . Percent errors between forward simulations and field-based synthetic data (Panel 6) quantify the ability of inversion to reproduce input measurements. Figure 9 shows that maximum differences between forward simulated and field-based synthetic SS-detector density images averaged over the measured-depth interval under analysis are 0.018 g∕cm 3 . Similarly, for LS-detector and compensated density images, maximum differences are 0.007 g∕cm 3 and 0.003 g∕cm 3 , respectively. Errors in upper sectors (sectors 1 and 16) are equal to 0.01 g∕cm 3 and 0.002 g∕cm 3 for SS and LS detectors, respectively. This comparison indicates worse results in side and bottom sectors than in upper sectors, despite neglecting tool standoff in the fieldbased synthetic model. The errors in this case are influenced by the azimuthal discrepancy in boundary location, which cannot guarantee better results at the bottom sectors.
Porosity-meter is calculated by multiplying the porosity of a layer, above a certain pay cutoff, by its thickness in meters. Figure 10 shows that inversion improves porosity-meter estimations compared to compensated bottom-quadrant density. Because inversion exhibits continuous and constant bed thickness around azimuthal sectors, the calculated value of porosity-meter is constant within each bed. By contrast, azimuthal variations of apparent bedboundary locations, and hence bed thicknesses, detected with compensated density yield azimuthally variable porosity-meter, as evident in Figure 10 . Using a cutoff of 2.15 g∕cm 3 (i.e., densities greater 2.15 g∕cm 3 are considered nonpay assuming matrix and fluid densities of 2.65 g∕cm 3 and 1 g∕cm 3 , respectively), values of integrated porosity-meter across the selected measured-depth interval are equal to 7.64 and 7.98 m for bottom quadrant compensated density and inversion, respectively. Figure 10 also shows the 95% confidence interval, calculated from equation 8, of Figure 9 . Comparison of sector-based inversion results across azimuthal sectors for the case of field-based synthetic density measurements simulated with a model constructed from field measurements. Curves show average density differences between azimuthal densities simulated from inversion and azimuthal field-based synthetic density measurements. Averages were calculated across the depth interval under analysis. Letters along the horizontal axis designate upper sectors (U), right sectors (R), bottom sectors (B), and left sectors (L). Figure 8 . Density images obtained from azimuthal measurements of LS detector density for inversion of field-based synthetic case. From left to right, panels describe: actual field measurement image, field-based synthetic density image (simulated from a model constructed with field measurements), density inversion image (constructed from sector-based layer densities inverted from the field-based synthetic density image), forward-simulated density image from invertedlayer densities, density difference, and percent difference between field-based synthetic and forward-simulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images.
inversion results in comparison to the field-based synthetic earth model.
Inversion of field density measurements
Using the same inversion procedures described above for fieldbased synthetic density data, we perform inversion directly on actual field measurements. We consider the same depth interval described in Figure 6 . In contrast to field-based synthetic density measurements numerically simulated from a field-based model, field measurements are less accurate in the upper sectors in the presence of large tool standoffs. The LWD density tool is eccentered preferentially toward the bottom side of the borehole due to gravity. Hence, single-detector density measurements yield density values that vary azimuthally depending on tool standoff. Because bottom-sector density measurements are the least affected by tool standoff, inversion should preferentially weight density measurements acquired with those sectors. Figure 10 . Comparison of integrated values of porosity-meter calculated from inversion and from compensated density for the field-based synthetic case of azimuthal density simulated with a model constructed from actual field data. The black and blue lines describe integrated porosity-meter calculated from field-based earth model and inversion results, respectively. The green error bars describe the 95% confidence interval of inversion results. The straight red line indicates the bottom-quadrant integrated porosity-meter calculated from synthetic compensated density. Letters along the horizontal axis designate upper sectors (U), right sectors (R), bottom sectors (B), and left sectors (L). Figure 11 . Density images obtained from azimuthal measurements of SS detector density for inversion of actual field case. From left to right, panels describe: actual field-measurement image, density-inversion image (constructed from sectorbased layer densities of the inversion result), density image forward-simulated from inverted-layer densities, density difference, and percent difference between field and forward-simulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images. Inversion was performed with bottom sectors only (sectors 8 and 9).
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Given that our simulations do not include tool standoff, we perform several inversions excluding sectors that are the most affected by tool standoff. The first case includes only density measurements acquired with bottom sectors (sectors 8 and 9). For comparison, additional cases include sectors 6 through 11 and all azimuthal sectors. To that end, we construct the vector of measurements d 0 in equation 6 with SS-and LS-densities from the selected azimuthal sectors. In all cases, we approximate the fluctuating well inclination with a constant well inclination angle of 77.68°calculated from actual field measurements using the correlation technique described Figure 12 . Density images obtained from azimuthal measurements of LS detector density for inversion of actual field case. From left to right, panels describe: actual field-measurement image, density-inversion image (constructed from sector-based layer densities of the inversion result), density image forward-simulated from inverted-layer densities, density difference, and percent difference between field and forwardsimulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images. Inversion was performed with bottom sectors only (sectors 8 and 9). Figure 13 . Density images obtained from azimuthal field measurements of compensated density for inversion of actual field case. From left to right, panels describe: actual field-measurement image, density-inversion image (constructed from sector-based layer densities of the inversion result), density image forward-simulated from inverted-layer densities, density difference, and percent difference between field and forwardsimulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images. Inversion was performed with bottom sectors only (sectors 8 and 9).
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earlier. This well inclination, together with the assumption of horizontal layering, is equivalent to an angle relative to the borehole axis (θ in equation 2 of 12°to 13°.
Figures 11 through 13 show inversion results obtained for the case that includes only bottom sectors (sectors 8 and 9). The density image derived from inversion exhibits azimuthally continuous layer thicknesses and densities (Panel 2). Forward-simulated SS-and LS-detector density images neglect borehole environmental effects (Panel 3). Consequently, single-detector and compensated density images simulated from inversion results show more azimuthally continuous layers than actual field measurements. This effect causes discrepancies between simulated and field-measured density images in the upper sectors. Figures 11, 12 , and 14 show that simulations performed from inversion results of field density measurements acquired with bottom sectors (sectors 8 and 9) yield minimum depth-averaged errors of 1.9% (0.05 g∕cm 3 ) and 0.15% (0.013 g∕cm 3 ) for SS-and LS-detector density images, respectively. These minimum errors are associated with those sectors included in the inversion, i.e., bottom sectors 8 through 9. Density simulations across sectors where field measurements are the most affected by tool standoff (upper sectors) yield maximum errors. Those errors are as large as 26.4% (0.42 g∕cm 3 ) and 9.04% (0.16 g∕cm 3 ) for SS-and LS-detectors, respectively. Large errors reflected on the SS-detector correspond to measurements of lowdensity layers affected by tool standoff. By contrast, compensated density images (Figures 13 and 14) simulated from inversion results yield maximum errors of 2.2% (0.05 g∕cm 3 ) averaged over the depth interval when compared to field measurements.
We observe larger layer density errors across individual thin layers (above top XX50). This is due to the assumption of constant Figure 15 . Density images simulated from inverted-layer densities of azimuthal field-compensated density measurements. Left panels show the density image simulated from inverted-layer densities using only bottom sectors (sectors 8 and 9), and the corresponding percent difference between actual field and forward-simulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images. Center panels show the density image simulated from inverted-layer densities using bottom sectors (sectors 6 through 11), and the corresponding percent difference between actual field and forwardsimulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density image. Right panels show the density image simulated from inverted-layer densities using all sectors (sectors 1 through 16), and the corresponding percent difference between actual field and forward-simulated (simulated from inverted-layer densities) density images. values of apparent dip angle and regularization parameter λ across the interval used as input to the inversion. The assumed parameters yield the best average results across the interval. However, our experience indicates that zoning input values of dip angle and λ further reduces residuals when variations of well inclination (trajectory undulations) and bed thickness are significant. Figure 15 compares compensated density images simulated from inversion results for the case that includes only bottom sectors (sectors 8 and 9), bottom, right, and left sectors (sectors 6 through 11), against results for the case that includes all azimuthal sectors (1-16). Salient observations from the above inversion exercise are that including density measurements adversely affected by environmental effects yields inaccurate estimations of layer densities and thicknesses. Inclusion of upper-sector density measurements that are affected by tool standoff into the inversion increases percent errors in the simulated compensated density images (Figure 15 , panels 4 and 6). Figure 16 shows that the integrated value of porosity-meter from inversion that includes only bottom sectors exhibits relative improvement with respect to that calculated from bottom-sector compensated density measurements. A false apparent increase of porosity-meter occurs for the case when inversion is performed with all sectors. This false increase of porosity-meter calculated with all sectors is due to the contribution from erroneous low-density values caused by tool standoff.
In all the examined cases, regardless of input measurements, the inversion-derived integrated porosity-meter was consistently larger than the integrated porosity-meter calculated from field measurements. This result is primarily due to the implicit correction of shoulder-bed effects by the inversion process and illustrates the potential advantage of inversion for petrophysical and hydrocarbonreserves calculations. In addition, increased layer thickness due to elimination of shoulder-bed effects increases porosity-meter calculated from inversion in comparison to merely using a cutoff on field measurements.
The porosity-meter calculation from inversion results is only superior to that from compensated field density measurements if it is legitimate to assume that the effects of mudcake/standoff are negligible. We assume that these conditions are satisfied on bottom quadrant density measurements and that differences between density values measured from SS and LS detectors are solely due to borehole-formation geometry and sensor resolution limits. Layer density values obtained from inversion are inherently corrected for geometrical effects because inversion uses 2D FSFs for each SS and LS detector. Standard compensation techniques were designed to correct for mudcake/standoff effects but not effects from the borehole-formation geometry in HA/HZ wells. Therefore, compensation processing interprets density differences in LS and SS detectors due to borehole-formation geometry in HA/HZ wells as mudcake/standoff effects. This gives rise to overcompensation of detector measurements in HA/HZ wells. Hence, compensated field density may artificially yield higher values of formation density in HA/HZ wells even in the absence of mudcake/standoff, further reducing estimations of porosity-meter. Such a phenomenon becomes more prominent across thinly bedded formations where shoulder-bed effects are significant.
CONCLUSIONS
We showed that sector-based density inversion improves petrophysical interpretation from LWD density images by eliminating shoulder-bed effects and rendering more accurate pay estimations. The benefits of inversion-based inversion methods were appraised with synthetic benchmark examples and field case studies.
In the benchmark examples of 60°, 70°, and 80°updip wells, estimated dip angles for synthetic measurements yielded maximum differences of 0.5°with respect to actual values. Forward simulations based on inversion results in wells deviated 60°, 70°, and 80°reproduced SS-detector azimuthal density with less than 0.01 g∕cm 3 difference with respect to input measurements simulated from an earth model composed of horizontal beds. Forward simulations for LS-detector and compensated density reproduced all azimuthal sector densities with less than 0.005 g∕cm 3 and Figure 16 . Comparison of integrated values of porosity-meter calculated from inversion and from compensated density for the field case of inversion performed with only bottom sectors (sectors 8 through 9). The blue line indicates integrated porosity-meter calculated from inversion, whereas the straight red line indicates the bottom-quadrant integrated porosity-meter calculated from field compensated density. Letters along the vertical axis designate upper sectors (U), right sectors (R), bottom sectors (B), and left sectors (L).
0.0025 g∕cm 3 error, respectively. Due to increased sampling in the direction perpendicular to bedding as well inclination increases, redundancy of data decreased nonuniqueness of inversion results, thereby improving the estimation of layer densities. The decrease of nonuniqueness of inversion results also was evident in the regularization parameter used, which decreased with an increase of well inclination.
Inversion of field-based synthetic density images, numerically simulated from a model constructed from field measurements, yielded accurate forward simulations of density images. The field-based model was constructed from bottom-sector compensated measurements, which were close to values of formation density, and were apparently not affected by borehole environmental effects. Comparison of inversion-based, forward-density simulations to field-based synthetic density measurements yielded errors of less than 0.02 g∕cm 3 for SS-and LS-detectors, and less than 0.003 g∕cm 3 for compensated density. Additionally, integrated porosity-meter calculated with field-based inversion results increased by 4.6% with respect to that calculated with synthetic compensated density.
For the case of inversions performed on actual field measurements, we considered field-delivered sector-based densities acquired with the same LWD tool used in our simulations. Because density images of single-detector field measurements were influenced by borehole environmental effects such as standoff, and simulations did not include tool standoff, we preferentially weighted azimuthal sectors that were the least affected by tool standoff in the inversion, i.e., bottom sectors. All density images forward simulated from inversion results that included only bottom sectors reproduced these same sectors with less than 3% error with respect to field measurements. Forward simulations of singledetector density across the upper sectors yielded large values of data misfit because tool standoff was not included in the inversion. However, compensated density images forward simulated from inversion results yielded average errors smaller than 0.05 g∕cm 3 across all sectors around the perimeter of the borehole. Integrated porositymeter values averaged over bottom-quadrant sectors from compensated density images were approximately 2.85 m or 40% less than values calculated from inversion results that included only bottom sectors across the same measured depth interval. By comparison, integrated porosity-meter calculated from inversion results that included additional azimuthal sectors were biased by standoff and increased by as much as 64% with respect to that calculated from compensated density measurements.
In general, inversions are performed assuming the same tool configuration and 2D geometrical characteristics as the actual field measurements so that the accuracy of results depends solely on a-priori estimated parameters (i.e., boundary location and dip angle) and nonuniqueness of unknown layer densities. As shown with the examples considered in this paper, inversion consistently reduced shoulder-bed effects. In addition, inversion enabled the quantitative assessment of the reliability and internal consistency of field measurements in the presence of large tool standoffs in the upper sectors, shown as differences between simulations and actual measurements. This was achieved by excluding sectors marred by standoff in the inversion and by comparison to actual field measurements. Calculations of integrated porosity-meter over the analyzed measured depth interval quantified the relative worth of inversion compared to standard compensated postprocessing of single-detector density images. We observed that integrated porosity-meter was biased in the presence of standoff in the upper sectors. Incorporating additional sectors of field measurements that exhibited nonzero tool standoff effects did not, unfortunately, improve inversion results; in fact, results were misleading. We recommend that sectors with large tool standoff should not be included in the inversion. Future work will include the effect of tool standoff in simulation and inversion of density measurements. 
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